
READ 
TOGETHER

Get Started
Meet Chick!  Here are some 
fun  facts about her.

•  is pals with Duck

•  likes to mix and chop

•  makes jam and dip

What will Chick do with all 
the  jam and dip she makes?  
Read  to find out!

DuckChick
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Chop, Chop! Mix, Mix!

“Duck will be here today.  We will 
play chess,” said Chick.  Duck is 
her pal.  “I will make him jam and 
dip.  Duck will like it very much.”

by Jayden Moore
illustrated by Olga Skomorokhova 
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Chick chops, hums, and makes jam.  
Chop, chop, chop!  Mix, mix, mix!
Jam gets hot in her big jam pot.  
Chick chills it and gets it in a dish.
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Chick chops, hums, and makes dip.  
Chop, chop, chop!  Mix, mix, mix!
Chick has a bit of dip on a chip.
It is hot!  “Yum, dip,” hums Chick.
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Duck sits back and nods at Chick.  
Duck sets up chess men.  Chick 
gets him jam and dip.  Chick chats 
as Duck gets his bun.
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Duck has jam on his bun.
“Here is dip,” said Chick.  “But do 
not use much, Duck.  It is hot!”
“Yum, yum, Chick!” quacks Duck.
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“I wish I had jam and dip.  Will  
you sell it, Chick?” Duck quacks.   
Chick sells Duck six jams and six 
dips.  Duck licks his lips.  Yum, yum!
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READ 
TOGETHER

Hunt for ch Words 
1. Look in the story for words 

with ch.  Write each word 
you  find.

2. Look at your list of ch words.  
Circle the word that names a 
character.  Underline the word 
for something to eat.
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Blend and Read

1. chip hip chop hop chill

2. chin such shin rich chat

3. shut cash mash rush hush

4. chimp    champ    chicken

5. Chick and Duck like chess.

6. Chick sells Duck dip and jam.
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